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Plato's Repuic, people have
longed for a simple and more
harmonious world, free of
constaints and iniquitie The
pursut of ocial perfection has
taken dispatcw and apparenty
incompatible forms, religious
and secular, radical and
-c O ftrensuch thinking
imagines the earth as a gift from
a God or te gods. Utopians and
dreamers believe in an interplay
of air, water, and land within a
transcendant or immanent
system giving birth, providing
sustenance, and embracing
death A humanity attunsed to
these forces will find peace and
happiness. The harmony of
nature so utopians insist, can be
discovered by observation; but
HO GOV
it can also be discerned tirough
has
nature
introspection, for
implanted herself in the psyche Those who search for utopia have recoiled
from the iniquities of land monopolization, the squalor of cities, the cruelties
of factories, and the quickened pace which has atomized society and alienated
the individual.
Henry George and Lcv Niklevich Tolstoy committed themselves to
that quest for individual and social perfictibility for a more economically and
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socially just society. Both looked to a return to the land and a fervent belief in
a beneficent God to strengthen this social improvement. In this instance, the
New World thinker took on the role of teacher, and the Old World sage became
his student, for Tolstoy regarded himself as a disciple of George. At first, Tolstoy
was sceptical of George's political economy as a practical solution to the Russian
peasants' suffering and land maldistribution. He then began to perceive it as a
means to create a pure morality, and hence a transitional stage towards an
anarchist utopia. During the 1880's and 1890's this reknowned novelist, often
viewed as an impractical theorist, began to move closer to George in his effort,
not only to construct a reasoned economic basis of his spiritual philosophy,
but to implement it. Later he would accept George in full, or nearly so.
Henry George, who had faced hardship himself since his birth in
Philadelphia in 1839, turned his attention to the causes of economic need
early in life.' "Once in daylight, . . . there came to me, a thought, a vision, a
call... every nerve quivered. And there and then I made a vow.... It was that
impelled me to write"2 a work that will answer the question: why does industrial
progress result not in the abolition of poverty, but in its increase? George's first
and best known major effort culminated in 1879: Progress and Poverty: An
Inquiry Into the Cause of Industrial Depressions and of Increase of Want and
Increase of Wealth ... the Remedy. A letter in 1883 reflects his piety: "when I
had finished the last page,... I flung myself on my knees and wept like a
child. The rest, was in the Master's hands. That is a feeling that has never left:
that is constantly with me." 3

In this tome and others George places in land the origin of wealth,
concluding that the "vast majority of mankind, even in [the] richest civilized
countries, leave the world as destitute of wealth as they entered it" because
injustice and poverty come not of nature, but of heartless forces of production
and distribution.4 George concludes that, despite material progress, even in a
free America, "only in broken gleams and partial light has the sun of Liberty
yet beamed among men." 5 The culprit is private property in land, especially
its monopolization and speculation. "The idea that land ... can become subject
to such individual ownership as attaches to things that man produces by labor,
is as repugnant . . . as the idea that air or sunlight may be so owned." 6 The
ownership of land ultimately determines the totality of all relations in society:
it is the source of food for the body and fuel for the hearth. 7 To produce their
own sustenance, workers apply themselves to others' land in some form, and
so turn themselves into slaves lower than any beast of burden.8 "Our boasted
freedom," George says,
Necessarily involves slavery, so long as we recognize private property in
land. Until that is abolished, Declarations of Independence and Acts of
Emancipation are in vain. So long as one man can claim the exclusive
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ownership of the land from which others must live, slavery will exist, and
as material progress goes on, must grow and deepen!9
Since land, as a fixed quantity and the primary source of all wealth, is
the basis of the "industrial pyramid," 1 0 its monopolization creates a
concentration of wealth that can be maintained only by force." This artificial
scarcity brings in its wake parasitism, speculation, burdensome rents, business
depressions, and war."2 "The Creator showers upon us his gifts-more than
enough for all. But like swine scrambling for food, we tread them in the mire
... while we tear and rend each other!""3
George makes a radical distinction between land and possessions humans
really need or enjoy. Property titles acquired by forced appropriation are a
criminal fraud since they have no basis in labor. History has been a sad witness
to the subversion of man's equal and natural rights to God's land. Only the
individual's labor gives true title to wealth.' 4 To "deprive a man of land is as
certainly to kill him as to deprive him of blood by opening his veins."' 5 George's
political economy promoted social equality in land, production, and
distribution as a prelude to a perfect cooperative world conformable to the
teachings of God.' 6 Political economy in George's rendering fought Social
Darwinism and laissez-faire liberalism, which claimed that capital and not
labor was the creator of wealth.
The remedy for prevailing economic and social evils and the spur to
human creativity was to tax land rents based on assessed value, rather than the
selling price. Any improvements on the land or on the wealth and personal
possessions earned by labor would also be exempt from taxation. "We may
safely leave them the shell, if we take the kernel. It is not necessary to confiscate
land; it is only necessary to confiscate rent."''7 Those who inefficiently use large
holdings will thus be forced to relinquish their excess land and captured rent.
Others who can prudently use the ground, agriculturally, industrially, or
otherwise will be rewarded. Freed land will be assurance that those who make
improvements by the exertion of their labor will keep its whole value. Income
and capital will accrue for greater production and exchange of wealth will be
fostered.
George's ideas have been simplified as the "single tax."'" The "land belongs
equally to all, . .. [and since] land values arise from the presence of all, . . . [it]
should be shared among all."' 9 An equal distribution of the land is impossible
and unnecessary. A tax based on the value of the land would be enough to
make it the common property of the people.2 0 This money would go to society,
the rightful common owner since the community as a whole creates value. 2 '
Through public control, the tax collected could respond to individual and
societal needs and would be more wisely disbursed by a benign government,
or "cooperative association-society," 2 2 for "the best government is that which
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governs least."2 3 The single tax would act as a balancing and stabilizing
mechanism between the city and the countryside, in part by developing a love
of a simpler life for people beset by great changes. 2 4 This use of ground rent
tax, along with unrestricted free trade,2 5 would distribute wealth and exchange
more equitably: the farmlands would be covered with crops, the cities would
prosper, and a new era, not of political and economic corruption but of true
freedom and morality conformable to the laws of God, would dawn. 26
All George's inquiries into the lives of people and search for an allencompassing philosophy were essentially ethical and religious. His prophetic,
but progressive vision of God, man and the land was to be realized on a
regenerated earth. Through a fiery evangelical fervor and steadfast belief in
the perfectability of man, George believed that his work continued Jesus's
revolutionary teachings. 2 7 The earth is our mother and God is our father and
we "are as much children of the soil as are the flowers and the trees." 28 Since
harmony reigns in the heavens, we must labor for a perfect concord on earth:
our life in the here and now should be emblematic of this spirit. George longs
"for the promised Millennium, when each one will be free to follow . .. [his]
noblest impulses, unfettered by [present] restrictions and necessities ... when
the poorest and the meanest will have a chance to use all his God-given
faculties." 29 In Progress andPoverty, George intones,
Into higher, grander spheres desire mounts and beckons, and a star that
rises in the east leads . .. [man] on. Lo! the pulses of ... man [would]
throb with the yearnings of the god-he would aid in the process of the
suns! . . . [Man] is the mythic earth tree, whose roots are in the ground,

but whose topmost branches may blossom in the heavens! 3 0
Such eloquent sincerity was potent material. George's influence on the
Anti-Poverty Society, founded in 1887 although only lasting a year was
enormous. Thousands were moved to tears with his language of hope.3" His
numerous speeches across the United States were important events for many
more thirsting for a better life. George had always kept in touch with his
family in Philadelphia and frequently lectured throughout the Commonwealth.
He had spent about a month in 1886 in Pennsylvania studying the coal and
iron monopolies and workers' conditions. Although he condemned the system
of exploitation he counseled moderation for the laborer in a series of four
North American Review articles entitled "Labor in Pennsylvania." 3 2
Orations at George's funeral in 1897 speak of "a veritable apostle, crusader,
and martyr to God and the realization of His goodness on earth."3 3 The man
and his works helped to awaken a greater sensitivity to poverty and injustice.
Intellectual currents and movements such as progressivism at the turn of the
century drew on George for inspiration. Clarence Darrow claimed that Progress
and Poverty was revolutionary in its attack on monopoly and found in George
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a prophet of a new age of realizable ideals. 34 John Dewey extolled George as
"one of the world's great social philosophers, certainly the greatest which this
country has produced." 3 5

George also established the single tax movement, which still advocates
this method as the best solution for society's moral and economic problems. 36
Pennsylvania has proven to be the most fertile ground for Georgist activity. In
1913, the efforts of the short-lived progressive Keystone Party and the active
Pittsburgh Civic Commission, led to a state law requiring that Pittsburgh
steadily increase its property tax on land so that by 1925 the land tax rate was
to be double the tax rate on improvements; the law also applied to Scranton.
New construction, now untaxed by what became known as the Graded Tax,
blossomed in both cities. Followers of George were later instrumental in passing
of the McGinnis Act of 1959 (#534) which allowed the states' fifty third-class
cities (a legal classification) to tax land assessments at a higher rate than
buildings. At present thirteen cities and a school district (Aliquippa) have
adopted this two-rate property tax reform. Studies have also shown that there
have been new construction spurts following two-rate adoption in these towns.
Another benefit is that most homeowners pay fewer taxes. In this respect,
Pennsylvania is a progressive model for a more equitable taxation base for the
rest of the country. 37
Not only the United States, but the British Isles were touched by George's
ideas. 38 George Bernard Shaw claimed that George converted him and many
others to a greater social awareness, in the "Great Socialist revival." 39 George
also left his imprint in Australia and New Zealand. Land reforms were enacted
in these two countries.4 0 Many of their cities contribute to the seven hundred
worldwide that now tax land more than buildings. Some, in true Georgist
spirit, only tax the former.
Even in far-off Imperial Russia the name Henry George was familiar to
an intelligentsia, grappling with a solution to the suffering of the peasant and
the maldistribution of the land. The persistent belief of the "dark people" of
Russia, living in not much better than abject slavery, was that while their
bodies belonged to the nobility or the state, the land was theirs. "We are yours,
but the land is ours" was often heard. But no mechanism existed to enforce
peasant rights. Serfdom was the most noticeable feature of backward and
autocratic Russia incapable of competing with western Europe before the
Emancipation of 1861.
The injustices of serfdom and a heartless bureaucracy incensed the
intelligentsia. The thinking gentry was isolated from the government and
intellectually alienated from the peasantry even on their own estates. An
autocratic regime allowed no room for legal political organization. Some turned
to romantic and even radical visions of recreating the world. The most
noteworthy agrarian socialists were the Narodniki, or Populists. To hasten a
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just society, the Narodniki looked to the village commune with its periodic
repartition of land allotments to each household.
The Emancipation failed to provide justice and protect the peasants' use
of the land. The nobility retained the best land; the peasant did not receive
enough to maintain sustenance, was burdened with heavy redemption
payments, and did not attain true personal freedom.4" Insolvency was the rule
especially with an increasing birth rate. The Narodniki were ablaze with
indignation and parlor talk boiled over into action. The year 1874 witnessed
the famous "going to the people" movement. Thousands of students rushed to
the countryside to preach moral and economic betterment. This peaceful means
to effect change failed, and the assassination of Tsar Alexander II in 1881
followed. The agrarian question contributed greatly to the downfall of Imperial
Russia.
From the time of Alexander Herzen in the 18 4 0's until that of Lenin,
Narodniki along with Marxists and other intellectuals wrangled over what has
been called the "cursed questions." These visionaries pored over foreign
literature for answers for man's relationship to the universe and a just society.
Rebels avidly read Saint-Simon, Proudhon, Marx, and Henry George, whose
ideas became the objects of a vigorous Russian debate.
The Russian Marxist inclination was towards the revolutionary urban
proletariat, even in a predominately agrarian Russia. Marxists rejected any
attempt to refashion society on an agricultural rather than an industrial basis. 42
The eminent Marxist-turned-Populist economist, M. I. Tugan-Baranovskii,
in an article "Henry George and the Nationalization of Land" (1897), dismisses
as absurd the notion that land monopolization was the source of economic
problems, or that since landowners were the real enemy labor and capital had
to be natural allies. George's remedies such as rent confiscation deny class
antagonisms and would favor the large industrialist. Tugan-Baranovskii labels
George's ideal society a reformist "bourgeois utopia," inapplicable to Russia. 43
To be sure, he does regard George's writings as charming, enthusiastic, and
eloquent. Progressand Povertywas the "first independent and original American
response to the old problem which agitates the contemporary civilized worldhow to eliminate poverty and the raising of economic relations to the sphere
of freedom, equality and brotherhood, which was proclaimed by the French
Revolution as the basis of the modern social order.""
Poorly received by the Marxists, George found a more congenial although
a sceptical home with the Narodniki. Their reverence for the Russian land and
the people they believed contained the energies for social and spiritual revival
were similar to George's notions.
A lengthy two-part article "Relating to the Question of Poverty, its Causes
and Elimination (According to the Economic Theory of George)" by S.
Iuzhakov was published by Notes of the Fatherlandin 1883. Iuzhakov finds in
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George both ill and good. A "basic failure" in George's arguments was that
land monopolization is the major factor in the lowering of wages and allowing
the large landowners to appropriate everything for themselves. 45 But George's
great merit lies in the active political interest he awakened in the United States
and England.46 That same year Russian Wealth printed in Russian a lecture
given by George. The editors praise George as a "rising star" whom "we consider
not without value, although we do not share all his views." 47
Two years later in Russian Wealth M. M. Filippov, in the "Social Question
(According to Henry George)," critically examines George's political economy.
He commends George for looking beyond mere illusory political freedoms:
without economic freedom there is only "slavery to capital." George's great
merit, as Filippov perceives it, lies in exposing a "sorrowful page within a sick
foreign civilization." For the "worshippers" of the West in Russia are "charmed
by the outer bright scenery which is infected with suffering, not seeing under
its scintillating rags plague infestation and death spasms." 48 "V. V." in the
Northern Herald in 1886 is more favorable. In "Henry George on
Protectionism," he endorses George's belief in free trade, observing that tariffs
and protectionism create monopolies, are counterproductive, and burden the
working class. 49
In 1892, L. Slonimskii's "Henry George and His Theory of Progress"
appeared in the Herald of Europe. Slonimskii admires the eloquence and
ingeniousness of George's arguments, but finds George a bit optimistic in
thinking that a landowner would voluntarily give up his holdings. He also
questions George's reliance on a beneficent government serving society as a
whole. "George wonderfully ascertains and analyzes the sickness, but the
suggested means of cure would not even touch its essence." 5 0 In a piece in the
Northern Messenger published the same year, Ivan Ianzhul discusses George's
response to the Papal Rerum Novarum in "An Open Letter of Henry George to
Pope Leo XIII." He considers George a "naive bourgeois" lacking in logic and
theory. The single tax would be class robbery and is incapable of providing
proper funding for any government. Bad harvests would dot the land and
economic crises would multiply. George's "perfervid fantasy,

heaven." 5"

. .

. proposes a

new Eden, a door to
An article entitled "Henry George as Economist"
by B. Efrusi came out in Russian Wealth in 1898. Efrusi rejects George's concept
of harmony between capital and labor. The substitution of the single tax for
all other taxes would slow down production, burden the poorer classes, ruin
the small landowners, enrich the capitalists, and fail to provide adequate state
funding. George's attempt "to solve the great problem of contemporary society
would end up as a complete failure." 5 2
By World War I, all of George's works had been translated into Russian,
primarily by S. D. Nikolaev, who was a close friend of Lev Nikolaevich Tolstoy.
The famed novelist greatly facilitated his colleague's work by actively supporting
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their publication and distribution. Ever since he was a young man the distaste
for the artificialities of urban society and an interest in man's relation to nature
had grown in Tolstoy. The Cossacks (1863) is his romanticized vision of a pristine
society amidst the Caucasus inhabited by mountaineers, people living in unison
with nature, who struggle against the incursions of an alien and artificial gentry
society. Tolstoy, like other conscience-stricken members of the intelligentsia,
was concerned with the exploited serf. Even prior to the 1861 Emancipation
Tolstoy was preoccupied with the peasants on his estate.53 In A Landlord's
Morning (185.6) we meet for the first time the autobiographical Prince
Nekhludov. 54 This barin has left the university to devote himself to bettering
the peasants' lot. Tolstoy's plans for land reform failed. He established, however,
a school for peasants where his progressive methods and writings were a success.
To facilitate a fair land distribution provided by the Emancipation provisions
and to smooth relations between gentry and peasantry, Tolstoy served in the
official capacity as an "arbiter of peace." His fellow nobles were chagrined that
Tolstoy at times sided with the peasantry: frustration brought his resignation.
Between 1863 to 1869 Tolstoy published War and Peace, a paen to life
and a triumph of realism. Pierre Bezukhov's painful search for the meaning of
existence can be seen as Tolstoy's own agonizing quest for the good. The peasant
Platon Karatayev is the "unfathomable, rounded, eternal personification of
the spirit of simplicity and truth."55 Higher knowledge came not from books,
but from living plainly in harmony with nature, for nature is one with man
and with God. Tolstoy's second most famous work Anna Karenina, published
in 1878, is more somber than WarandPeace.Tragedy and psychological turmoil
reflect Tolstoy's own growing doubts. Levin, like Bezukhov, eschews the
superficialities of society and seeks a grander purpose in the harvest and simple
life of the peasant.
Tolstoy, always the inveterate questioner of humanity's purpose, became
extremely depressed, almost to the point of suicide, during a profound spiritual
crisis in 1879. He rejected art for art's sake: works of creativity had to have a
morally uplifting purpose.56 Tolstoy adopted manual labor so as not to exploit
others and became a vegetarian. His religious vision had become sensitized
and shifted, although not so precipitously as many have believed, for most of
the elements of his later philosophizing are present in his early writings. In his
Confession of 1880, Tolstoy lays bare his soul and his search for self-perfection.
He gives the formula for understanding
life,. . .not ... the life of the parasites, but the life of the simple working
people, the life that gives life ... its meaning.... This meaning ... is..
. [that] every man has come into this world by the will of God, and ...
every man can ruin or save his soul. The problem of man's life-is to save
his soul according to God's word: ... he must renounce all the pleasures
of life, must labor, be humble, endure, . . . The [Russian] people derives
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... its entire faith [from this],
heart. 5 7

..

. meaning .. . [which is] near to my

Tolstoy was plagued by the difficulty of reconciling reason and faith,
science and the masses. But he preferred the childlike faith of the people and
their closeness to the soil. The rationality of the savants is empty: innocent
faith unlocks the mysteries and laws of life.58 In the pristine countryside, far
from corrupting urban influences, technical progress, and institutional
authority, there is goodness and peace, and the possibility of universal
communal love. " The Russian peasant has a holy mission to be the foundation
of a future utopia. This concept then became Tolstoy's id~e'fixe.
Fraternal amity, Tolstoy believed, can be achieved through an uncoerced
individual moral transformation. Within each person dwells an infinite moral
and a finite physical force. But a "terrible brake" resists these forces, "the love
of self or rather the memory of self which produces powerlessness." The need
is to "tear oneself away from this brake ... [to] obtain omnipotence.... the
best salvation from memory of self, the most conformable with the life common
to all mankind, is salvation through love for others." 6 0 The "world is a huge
temple in which light falls in the center. All people who love light strive towards
it.... Unity is attained only ... when [one] seeks not unity, but the truth...
. Seek the truth and you will find unity.."6' Unity will arrive with a spiritual
revolution of the heart that reaches out from the self to humanity, all living
creatures, the universe, and God.6 2 If everyone "will believe in the spirit [that
is] within him, then all will be joined together. Everyone will be himself, and
everyone will be united." 6 3
Tolstoy looked to love as an earthly means of overcoming selfishness and
the fear of death.6M The renunciation of desire and of self, their replacement
with love and self-perfection will create a transitional state between an earthly
paradise and a spiritual eternity. Tolstoy presents Jesus' teachings as a rational
basis of truths for liberation. In essence, through his reinterpretation of the
Gospels, especially the Sermon on the Mount, he concludes in What I Believe
(1884) that the ultimate goal is to unite man through love and nonresistance
in the face of evil with God the Father. 6 5 [One must] "open, . . . what closed
the source of living water-the divine life, which is in us.'
This new world cannot be restrained by any human institutions, laws,
or coercion. Tolstoy writes that "of all the godless ideas and words there is no
idea and word more godless, than that of a church. There is no idea, which has
produced more evil, there is no idea more hostile to Christ's teaching, than the
idea of a church." 6 7 The foundation of governmental authority is physical
violence, whether the ruler is an elected president or a Genghis Khan.'8 States
are like "a gang of thieves" and incompatible with God's commandments. 6 9
Thomas Masaryk, Czechoslovak President and scholar, writes in 1919 of Tolstoy
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envisioning a "society to be the city of God in the strictest sense of the word.
He means all men to be united in an invisible church. His failure to find
perfection in society and himself led him to the conclusion that salvation is
within you, and this amounts to little less than ethical and religious
anarchism." 7 0

In his search for universal absolutes, purer spiritual values, and a solution
to societys moral and economic problems Tolstoy scrutinized thinkers ranging
over millenia and over the globe. The United States contributed: Tolstoy avidly
read Henry David Thoreau, Walt Whitman, Edward Bellamy (the author of
Looking Backward), and William Lloyd Garrison (the abolitionist). Henry
George, however, most fired his imagination.
The first indication that Tolstoy knew George's work is in a letter to his
wife Sonya Andreyevna. While suffering from the flu in Moscow on February
20, 1885, he declares that he preferred reading George to doing his own
writing.7 ' Another letter to her on the 22nd reports:
I read my George.... [Progressand Poverty] is an important book. This
step isan important one on the road towards the common good, as the
freeing of the peasant and liberation from private property.... [George]
has clearly and definitely presented this problem. It is impossible to
equivocate after reading this, ... My demands go much farther than his,
but this step isone on the first rung of the ladder that I am climbing.7 2
Another letter of the same day informs V.G. Chertkov, a close associate,
that reading George had made Tolstoy wiser.73 The next day he had finished
reading Progress and Poverty. Tolstoy thought that George's works should be
translated and he wanted to write to the American. George's political economy
became a lively topic of discussion. 74 On the 24th, Tolstoy wrote again to
Chertkov:
I was sick for a week but consumed by George's latest [Social Problems]
and the first book ProgressandPoverty, which produced a strong and joyous
impression on me.... This book iswonderful, but it is beyond value, for
it destroys all the cobwebs of Spencer-Mill political economy-it islike
the pounding of water and acutely summons people to a moral
consciousness of the cause and even defines the cause. There isweakness
in it,as with anything created by man, but there isa genuine humanitarian
thought and heart, not scientific trash.... I see in him a brother, one of
those who according to the teachings of the Books of the Apostles [has
more] love [for people] than for his own soul.7 5
Still consumed by ProgressandPovertyTolstoy in a letter of February 25 advises
Prince L. D. Urusov, an avid disciple, to read it. George is"a marvelous writera writer, who will usher in an epoch."7 6
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Tolstoy initially held certain misgivings about a government's applying
George's tax project. What Then Must WeDo?(1886), which grapples with the
problem of poverty, warns that the state is a coercive institution: "as long as
there will be violence maintained by the bayonet, there will not be a distribution
of wealth among the people, but all the riches will go to the oppressors." 77
Tolstoy observes in this book:
As astriking illustration of the truth of this assertion, Henry George's
project.... will serve. George proposes to recognize all the land as the

property of the state, and therefore to substitute the land rent for all
taxes.... anyone who utilizes the land would have to pay to the state the
value of its rent. What would be the result? ... land would belong to the
state ... there would be slavery ....

After a bad harvest, the farmer's rent would be exacted from him
by force because he could not pay it .. . and to maintain his land, he
would have to enslave himself to the person with money....
As long as there is an armed man with the recognized right to kill
another man, there will be an inequitable distribution of wealth, that is,
slavery.78

Since Tolstoy was an international celebrity, his name was more than
familiar to the American reading public. Henry George himself, in the pages
of his weekly single tax newspaper The Standard, acquainted his readership
with the great Russian novelist. On March 26, 1887, an English translation of
Tolstoy's short story Ivan the Foolappeared,depicting a kingdom of love, honest
toil, and non-resistance where "all the sensible departed" and "only fools
remained. And no one had any money. They lived and labored and fed
themselves and all good people." 7 9
The next year on January 28, an article entitled "Charity and Justice"
graced page one in The Standarddemandingthe establishment of social justice,
the end of class robbery, and all welfare as inimical to the development of
individual integrity. George buttresses his argument by citing what he describes
as the "eloquent words" of What Then Must We Do?80 An item in The Standard
for December 15, 1888, quotes W T Stead of the PallMallGazette of London.
Stead reports that Tolstoy was mesmerized with George's vision of a
Christianized program of land nationalization. Tolstoy had explained to Stead
that the peasants with whom he talked received George's ideas warmly. Tolstoy
favored expropriation of the land without compensation and still preferred
communalization rather than nationalization, which implied state authority. 8 '
"Of course, I do not hold with George about the taxation of the land. If you
could get angels from heaven to administer the taxes from the land you might
do justice and prevent mischief. I am against all taxation."8 2 Yet despite these
misgivings, Tolstoy thought that George "has indicated the ... next step that
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must be taken. His ideas will spread-nay, they are spreading."" 3 Rarely had
the novelist been so taken by another person's thinking.
Meanwhile, in 1889 Tolstoy published the play Fruits ofEnlightenment.
This farce, which poked fun at the nobility, depicts the gulf between them and
the poor land-hungry peasantry. Four years later Tolstoy's The Kingdom ofGod
Is Within You appeared, his most important statement concerning nonviolence,
passive resistance to evil, and the condemnation of war-mongering institutions.
Tolstoy looks forward to the day ofa spiritually perfected society. 84 The Kingdom
of God condemns the possession of land by the few for bringing starvation to
the masses. The individual must renounce this crime, serve the Lord, and
establish a union with all beings.85 In the period following his spiritual crisis,
echoes of George's thought became more manifest in Tolstoy's artistic and
didactic writings.

At the beginning of the 1890's Tolstoy experienced much stress. Family
disputes over his rejection of property and copyrights to his works, tsarist
persecution of his followers, censorship, and an intense personal involvement
with relief for a famine which was raging over Russia dispirited him greatly.
During the early 1890's Tolstoy also reconsidered his hesitations about
George. At the beginning of 1894, the Berliner Bernhard Eulenstein, an ardent
land reformer and devotee of George, reporting to "To our beloved Prophet,
My dear Mr. George," asked of him: "Count Tolstoy,-by the way,-did you
ever correspond with him? He is our man, He has been reading Progress and
Poverty to his peasants." 86 Tolstoy felt a profound spiritual kinship, deepened
by a further consideration of George's works through his involvement in the
translation of an article entitled "Equal Rights and General Rights" by George. 87
There isno evidence why Tolstoy's views shifted, but it probably was the famine
with its great hardships and society's lukewarm response, along with his
continuing search for a practical means of social and economic amelioration
that was transforming him into a whole-hearted supporter of the American.
Writing The Kingdom of God no doubt intensified his response to the massive
suffering of famine-stricken Russia. George's religious sincerity also attracted
Tolstoy and paralleled his own spiritual anarchism. This passage from George's
"The Condition of Labor: An Open Letter to Pope Leo XIII" could have
come from Tolstoy's pen:
It is not clear that the division of men into classes rich and poor has
invariably its origin in force and fraud; invariably involves violation of
the moral law; and is really a division into those who get the profits of
robbery and those who are robbed; those who hold in exclusive possession
what God made for all, and those who are deprived of his bounty? Did
not Christ in all his utterances and parables show that the gross difference
between rich and poor is opposed to God's law? 88
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No longer did Tolstoy reject the single tax and its implementation as an
intrusive governmental coercion. He could see it, like man's inward
transformation and mutual love, as a way station to a perfected world-a
common brotherhood of love with a living Father.89 Progressand Poverty also
insists that the functions of government would be greatly simplified and
purified. And
who shall measure the heights to which our civilization may soar? ... It is
the Golden Age of which poets have sung and high-raised seers have told
in metaphor! It isthe glorious vision which has always haunted man with
gleams of fitful splendor .... It is the culmination of Christianity-the
City of God on earth, . . . It is the reign of the Prince of Peace! 90
Tolstoy's lengthy letter to Eulenstein written in the spring of 1894 declares
that George's ideas are practical and endowed with an "exceptional Christian
spirit." George is the "pioneer and leader of the movement that clearly defines
the nature of immoral land slavery and [how] to end its perniciousness." The
promulgation of these truths is a "sacred duty." 9'
An entry of June 14 in Tolstoy's diary reports that he has just written "an
exposition of. . . George's project." 92 Upon rereading George's Perplexed
Philosophersoon afterwards, he exclaimed to a visitor: "How wonderful. I again
became vividly aware of the sin of land possession. It's amazing how [people]
do not see it. It would be necessary to write about this-to write a new Uncle
Tom's Cabin." 93 V. F. Lazurskii, a tutor at Tolstoy's estate Yasnaya Polyana,
reports a conversation in which Tolstoy was in low spirits but quickly perked
up at a discussion of his then-favored theme, George's plan of land
nationalization. "The possession of land as such," Tolstoy observes,
isillegitimate, like the possession of serfs. Whoever controls the source of
food has also enthralled the poor. For me, it is now so obvious.... But
how long will it take for this idea to enter into the general consciousness!
I have lived twenty years [since the Emancipation of 1861] without
realizing this. And here is Henry George, who for thirty years has clearly
and simply explained everything. 94
During this summer one of Tolstoy's daughters, Tatiana, became
enraptured with Georgist philosophy. Moved by the poverty of the peasants
on her estate Ovsyannikovo, took her father's advice to charge them a nominal
rent for the land. The money was to go into a general fund for communal
needs. Tolstoy gave a speech to the peasants explaining these arrangements. 9 5
All went well for a while. After a few years, however, the peasants stopped all
payments and even engaged in land speculation.96 This failure did not dampen
Tatiana's or Tolstoy's ardent belief in George.
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In September, 1894, Tolstoy wrote to "an American Lady," thanking her
for bringing him George's books. Here Tolstoy likens George's mission to that
of Moses's unselfishness in striving for the betterment of people without seeing
the "Promised Land." George "was the first [one] to lay a firm foundation for
the building of the future economical [sic] organization.... those who desire
to build the social life of mankind or juster foundations will not be able to
avoid Henry George's plan."9 7

At this time Tolstoy was assisting Chertkov in a presentation of T. M.
Bondarev's (a peasant sectarian writer) work ethic-that people should labor
for themselves without taking advantage of others, which ties in with George's
views. "I am so pleased," Tolstoy says, that your present work brings you joy
for it [contains] a profound truth with the highest significance." 98 Tolstoy
wrote to Ernest Crosby, an American disciple, on November 24,
The more I know of him [George], the more I esteem him, and am
astonished at the indifference of the civilized world to his work.
If the new Tsar [Nicholas II] would ask me what I would advise
him to do, I would say to him: use your autocratic power to abolish the
lafid property in Russia and to introduce the single tax system; and then
give up your power and [grant] the people a liberal constitution.
Iwrite this to you, because I know that you are one of the coworkers
of H. George, and that you . . . [believe in] his ideas.
I wish you success in your work. 9 9

In the meantime, Eulenstein was making arrangements for George and
Tolstoy to meet in Berlin in 1896 for an international land reform conference.
At the beginning of 1896 Eulenstein wrote to George, "It seems to be almost
certain, that Count Tolstoy will also give us the honor of his presence."100
George had to decline because of prior commitments during an election.'°' In
a letter dated March 15 he expresses his delight that Tolstoy sympathized with
his views and his wish to see his Russian admirer on a later visit to Europe.' 02
Tolstoy enthusiastically responded in English,
The reception of your letter gave me a great joy, for it isa long time
that I know you [sic] and love you. Though the paths we go by are different,
I do not think that we differ in the foundation of our thoughts.
I shall wait with great impatience for the appearance of your new
book, which will contain the so much needed criticism of the orthodox
political economy. The reading of every one of your books makes clear to
me things which were not so [evident] before and confirms me more and
more in the truth on [the] practicability of your system. Still more do I
rejoice at the thought that I may possibly see you.'0 3
During the summer of 1896 Jane Addams visited Tolstoy. A letter from
William Lloyd Garrison, Jr. to Henry George reports that she "spent a day
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with Tolstoi last summer who spoke warmly of you. Said he should break
through his habit of non-travelling, hating to journey in a box, as he calls a
railroad car, and go to Berlin to see you. He expected you might be there
according to rumors of your intended European trip."'04
In 1897, Tolstoy adumbrated to T M. Bondarev an outline of George's
ideas. This succinct description of the single tax plan explains that the land
will belong to the whole nation, everyone paying to the state a share for the
benefit of the public good without other burdensome taxes. No idle people
would own the land, which would be available only to those who use it. The
exploitation of labor would end.' 05
Tolstoy, the most famous disciple of George, was never to meet his beloved
teacher. On the morning of October 29, 1897, during the New York City
mayoral campaign, in which he was a candidate, George collapsed and died.' 06
His untimely death was a blow to Tolstoy. "Yesterday," he laments in a letter to
his wife
Seryozha [Tolstoy's brother] told me that Henry George died. No matter
how .. . this could be said, his death struck me, like the death of a very
close friend.... One feels the loss of a real comrade. 107
George's proclamation of man's equal rights to the land and the joys of
the Creator formed a spiritual affinity that allowed Tolstoy to bend his adamant
strictures against the state. Many of Tolstoy's works and letters bespeak his
love for George, as man, as altruist, and above all as religious economic
theorist.108

Following Tolstoy's spiritual crisis many people came to regard him as a
"crackpot anarchist" espousing odd ideas, such as vegetarianism, nonresistance,
and a doctrine of love. After the death of his American friend in absentia,
Tolstoy, however, became the world's most noteworthy exponent of George's
ideology. During the remaining thirteen years of his life Tolstoy's formative
economic thinking became transformed into a coherent system. This
philosophy contained one simple formula: God, land, and Man. The basis for
a harmonious society was the relationship between these three components.
God created the land and mankind. It was therefore the duty of all people to
live a simple natural life peacefully tilling the soil far away from the corrupting
influence of cities. It was also incumbent upon all to develop a personal
relationship with God. What held this union between God and Man together
was love. What enabled Man to equitably and fruitfully work the land was the
moral purity inherent in George's political economy: a body of thought, in
Tolstoy's estimation, that partook of God's blessing.
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